
 Summer 2021 

Welcome to our final reading newsletter of the year! It has been a little while, but I 

hope that this newsletter will give you some reading inspiration for the summer 

holidays, through into next school year.  

 

In this edition, I will be sharing some book reviews written by our Kingfishers Class 

earlier in the year. We also have a featured author called Jane Huddleston. Jane 

is a local author, living just outside Lancaster. She has written a series of books 

about dragons. I contacted her, and she has kindly written a letter for our 

newsletter. I would like to say a big thank you to Jane for sharing her story with us 
  

 

As always, thank you for your support in reading with your children at home. It is 

appreciated and makes a big difference to their learning and enjoyment of 

books.  

 

Mrs Whitaker (English Lead) 

Expanding Children’s Reading Experiences 
Who is your favourite author? Do you return to their books again and again? 

Having a favourite author is a special thing and a love of books should always be 

celebrated. Currently, the best-selling authors in the WHSmiths book chart are 

David Walliams, J.K.Rowling and Jeff Kinney. While there is nothing wrong with 

these authors, we are keen to promote a wider range of authors and levels of 

challenge. I hope that these newsletters can help towards that… There are so 

many incredible different books and authors out there. Why not try something 

new? An author you have never heard of. A book you’ve never seen. You might 

be surprised! 

Questions to ask your child when reading. 
In addition to decoding (working out what a word actually says,) it is SO important 

that children understand what they read and think more deeply about a text. Here 

are some questions to discuss with your children when they are reading to you, or 

when you are sharing a book together. 

 

•What did the character just do? Why do you think they did that? 

•What do you think the character is like? (Older children: Can you find clues in the 

text to support your answer?) 

•Which part of the story did you like the most? Why? 

•Why do you think the author chose to use this particular word? How would the 

sentence be different if they had used a different word? 

•If you were the character, what would you do differently? 

•Did you find any new words you could use in your own writing? 

•For non-fiction: Why did the author set the writing out like this? (sub-headings, fact 

boxes, pictures with captions, diagrams etc. 
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Author Spotlight 

Jane Huddleston 

Hello Arkholme Primary School! 

My name is Jane and I am a children's book author. I've written a series of books 

about ten dragons who live in secret, hidden from humans. I'd like to tell you 

about the inspiration behind my books and ask for your help. 

I was inspired to write some stories for children when I was poorly last year. I was 

in bed, feeling quite fed up, and thought that when I was feeling healthy again I 

would write some stories that, hopefully, children would enjoy. I decided to write 

them based on stories I made up and told my children about ten dragons that 

lived in a secret cave, halfway up a hill near Lancaster. I wanted to make the 

stories rhyme, as I liked poems when I was a girl and I enjoy reading rhyming 

stories to my children. Some of my favourite poems when I was young include the 

Pobble who had no toes, the Kings breakfast and the Spider and the Fly. Do you 

have a favourite poem? 

I wrote The Sunburst City Dragons series last year and four have now been 

illustrated and made into books. We are working on the fifth. I wonder, if you 

were a very tall old dragon where would you live? What job do you think you 

could do while staying hidden from humans and could you sneak off on 

holiday?! Now I'd like to ask for your help in making sure there are lots of different 

children in my picture books. I've tried to include children who look different 

including a girl who has hearing aids because my son wore hearing aids for 

many years and I wanted him and other children with hearing aids to see 

themselves in a book. Could you look through some books and make suggestions 

about whether you'd like to see children who look different? I'll try and include 

some ideas in future books! 

Thank you for your time and keep reading! 

Best wishes 

Jane Huddleston 

 

This is the hill where we thought the dragon lived. We think it looks like a dragon 

lying down! 



 

 

  

 

Here are some of the Sunburst City Dragon Books Jane has written. 

 

You can find out more about Jane and her books here 

https://sunburstcitydragons.co.uk/ 

Her books are available to purchase here. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?i=digital-

text&rh=p_27%3AJane+Huddleston&s=relevancerank&text=Jane+Huddleston&ref=dp_b

yline_sr_ebooks_1 

Jane would love to hear from you, so if you have any ideas for her stories, or characters 

you would like to see in her books let Mrs Whitaker know and she will pass on your ideas.  

 

‘The Boy Who Grew Dragons’ series 

By Andy Shepherd 

 

Following on with the dragon theme, 

here are some more dragon books! Year 

2 have been reading the debut novel 

from Andy Shepherd, The Boy Who 

Grew Dragons. It is a funny, heart-

warming novel about a boy who 

discovers dragons growing in his 

grandads vegetable patch. We have 

laughed a lot and enjoyed the mischief 

and magic that Tomas and his dragon 

get up to. The book has inspired our own 

writing, and we also enjoyed eating 

dragon fruit. 

 

These are fantastic stories aimed at 

children aged 7-9 

https://sunburstcitydragons.co.uk/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?i=digital-text&rh=p_27%3AJane+Huddleston&s=relevancerank&text=Jane+Huddleston&ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?i=digital-text&rh=p_27%3AJane+Huddleston&s=relevancerank&text=Jane+Huddleston&ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?i=digital-text&rh=p_27%3AJane+Huddleston&s=relevancerank&text=Jane+Huddleston&ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1


EYFS and KS1 Books 
 

You can’t take an elephant on the bus 

By Patricia Cleveland Peck  

You can't take an elephant on the bus...It would 

simply cause a terrible fuss! Elephants' bottoms 

are heavy and fat and would certainly squash 

the seats quite flat. Never put a camel in a 

sailing boat, or a tiger on a train ,and don't even 

THINK about asking a whale to ride a bike ... This 

riotous picture book is filled with animals causing 

total disaster as they try to travel in the most 

unsuitable vehicles. A real romp of a book, with 

hilarious rhyming text and spectacular 

illustrations 
 

The Squirrel’s Who Squabbled  

By Rachel Bright  

Two greedy squirrels learn to share, in this 

hilarious rhyming adventure from the bestselling 

creators of The Lion Inside. Greedy squirrels Cyril 

and Bruce both have their sights on a very 

special prize: THE VERY LAST NUT OF THESEASON! 

As the nut bounces crazily though the forest, the 

squirrels race after it, between the trees, over 

boulders, down the river and-ARGH!-right to the 

edge of a waterfall! Working together might be 

the only way to save themselves now ..  

 

National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of 

Why? 

Lively information, hands-on games, simple 

recipes, crafts, and more. What makes a cargo? 

How does mushy dough become a crispy 

cookie? What does the doctor see in my throat? 

You could also use this as a stimulus to research 

areas your child is interested in and follow some 

of the activity suggestion 
 

  



KS2 Books 
The Kid Who Came From Space by Ross Welford  

A small village in the wilds of Northumberland is 

rocked by the disappearance of twelve-year-old 

Tammy. Only her twin brother, Ethan, knows she is 

safe–and the extraordinary truth of where she is. 

Itis a secret he must keep, or risk never seeing her 

again. But that doesn’t mean he’s going to give 

up. Together with his friend Iggy and the 

mysterious (and very hairy) Hellyann, Ethan teams 

up with a spaceship called Philip, and Suzy the 

trained chicken, for a nail-biting chase to get his 

sister back... that will take him further than anyone 

has ever been before. 

 

The Girl Who Stole an Elephant by Nizrana Farook 

 

Chaya, a no-nonsense, outspoken hero, leads her 

friends and a gorgeous elephant on a noisy, 

fraught, joyous adventure through the jungle 

where revolution is stirring and leeches lurk. Will 

stealing the queen's jewels be the beginning or 

the end of everything for the intrepid gang? 

 

Fantastically Great Women Who Saved the Planet 

by Kate Pankhurst 

 

From bestselling author and illustrator Kate 

Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, 

comes another 'smart, informative, inclusive and 

accessible' book about trail-blazing women. 

Tackle the plastic problem with Isatou Ceesay by 

recycling waste into beautiful objects. Marvel at 

the intelligence of chimpanzees with Jane 

Goodall. Learn why it's important to shop fair 

trade and cruelty-free with Anita Roddick and The 

Body Shop. Resist devastating deforestation and 

plant seeds of change with Wangari Maathai. 

 

 

  



Kingfishers Review 
The Little Llama by Amelia Cobb 

 

Reviewed by Leah 

 

In this book, theres a little girl called Zoe. Zoe’s uncle 

owns a rescue zoo where he saves animals lives. Zoe 

has a secret. She can actually talk to animals. In this 

book he saves a llama and names her Lottie. They do 

a little show. It is very fancy. They raise money for the 

rescue zoo. 

 

I enjoyed learning about animals. My favourite bit 

was when they were getting ready for the winter 

show.  

 

I would recommend this book to year 2 and 3 to read 

because there are tricky words but it is a very cute 

story. I would recommend this book to a friend who 

likes animals and cute stories. There are lots of other 

books to read in this series. I would give this book 10 

out of 10. 

 

 

 

Don’t Call me Sweet 

By Smriti Prasadam-Halls and Angie Rozelaar 

 

Reviewed by Abigail 

 

This is a book about a monster who doesn’t want to 

be called sweet. He gets all messy and he wants to 

be called smelly and slimy and stinky. At the end he 

likes being called sweet. 

 

I would recommend this book for a 4 year old. I liked 

this book because it was funny and fun. I 

recommend this book because I think it is a good 

book to read. 

 

The Tale of Jemima Puddle Duck by Beatrix Potter 

 

This book is about Jemima Puddle Duck who wants 

to hatch her own egg. But the farmer’s wife won’t 

let her. She tries to hide the eggs everywhere but 

they always get found.  

 

I chose this book because I like Beatrix Potter Stories. 

I like the book because I like stories about animals. 

 



The Enormous Crocodile by Roald Dahl 

 

Reviewed by Isaac 

 

This story is amazing. The main character is a 

naughty crocodile. It’s about a crocodile who loves 

to eat children because he thinks they are very 

juicy. He meets lots of animals who help to save the 

children from the enormous crocodile. He 

pretended to be lots of things to eat the children 

with his secret plan and clever tricks. 

 

The ending is a blast! 

 

I like this book because it is very funny and a quick 

book to read. 

 

Age group 6years and above. 

 

History Atlas by Thiago de Moraes 

 

Reviewed by Abraham Sumner 

 

What is it about? 

This book is about the history of the world and 

cultures through times. I would recommend this 

book to people of six years and older. It tells you 

about the Incas, Romans, Greeks, World Wars, 

medicine and the Mesopotamian world. 

 

Why do I like this book? 

I like this book because it teaches me lots of facts I 

don’t know, for instance Roman priests studied birds 

to decide if the omens were good or bad! Also, if 

the Persian Immortals lost one soldier in battle, 

another would take his place so the troop would 

stay the same size. 

 

What score would you give this book? 

I give this book 9/10. I think it is a very good book  - 

you should read it. 

 



Esio Trot by Roald Dahl 

 

Reviewed by Ezra 

 

This great story is about a lonely man called Mr 

Hoppy who is looking for love. To impress the lady he 

likes, he gives her come special words to say to help 

her beloved tortoise Alfie to grow. You need to read 

the rest to find our what happens next but let me just 

say, it’s a happy ending! 

 

There is nothing I do not love about this book and I 

would recommend it to anyone from the age to 6 to 

100! I give this book 5/5.  

 

Kevin the Carrot and the Christmas Beanstalk by 

Stephanie Moss 

 

Reviewed by Erin 

 

The story is about The Evil Parsnip trying to ruin 

Christmas for Kevin and Kate. 

 

My favourite part is when the carrot family has 

Christmas dinner and enjoy the presents and family 

time. 

 

The part of the story I did not like was when the 

parsnip stole the Christmas presents. 

 

The Unwanted Visitor by Lisa Norton 

 

Reviewed by Amber 

 

The story is about a witch and 2 skeletons. The witch 

is called Zelda and the skeletons are called Skelly 

Nelly and Bony Tony. The skeletons have a witch at 

their house. One of the skeletons gets turned into a 

toad. The skeletons go to the witch’s house and 

make a plan to make a spell on the witch herself 

then the magic make her live in the woods. 

 

I liked it because it has a happy ending and Skelly 

Nelly find some stinky socks and I found it funny. 

 

 

Well done Kingfishers and thank you for your hard work in reviewing these 

books!! 

  



Events 

National Summer Reading Challenge 

in Libraries 

  

(throughout the summer holidays)  

 

https://summerreadingchallenge.org

.uk/ 

 

 

 

 

 

Have a wonderful summer of reading! We can’t wait 

to hear all about the books you have read when you 

come back in September!  

 

https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/
https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/

